Flavel LPG Gas Cooker Recall

Recall Summary

Dangerous levels of carbon monoxide can build up in some Flavel Gas Cookers that have been converted to run on LPG.

Recall Issue

This recall only applies to certain Flavel Gas Cookers that have been converted to run on LPG.

In 2009 Flavel launched a recall of some Gas Cookers that could generate dangerous levels of carbon monoxide if the grill was used with the grill door shut (against manufacturer instructions). This recall covers Flavel models:

- DCGAP5LS
- AP5LDWP
- AP5LDW
- AP5LDSP
- Flavel Milano ML5NDS

If you have one of the models above, details of the recall can be found here Flavel Gas Cooker Recall.

Flavel has now said that the same issue can occur on a number of other cooker models if they have been converted from natural gas to LPG.

Flavel LPG Gas Cookers Affected By This Recall

There are up to 480 Flavel LPG Gas Cookers still to be found. The missing cookers will meet all of the following criteria:

- Manufactured prior to 2009
- Runs on LPG
- Is one of the following models:

  Flavel AP5NDSP
  Flavel AP5NDW
Flavel AP5NDWP
Flavel DCGAP 5 S
Flavel VC5NDC
Flavel VC5NDW

If your cooker meets all of these criteria, or if you are not sure, please contact Flavel urgently.

What Should You Do If You Have An Affected Flavel LPG Gas Cooker?

If you think you may have one of the affected Flavel LPG Gas Cookers you should contact Flavel on 0800 917 2018. They will check if it is an affected model and, if it is, they will arrange for a free of charge repair to be carried out in your home.

Recall Launched

July 2013.